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Holiday Cooking Inspiration
with the Ladies' Village Improvement Society's
1939 Home, Sweet Home Cook Book
With Thanksgiving approaching and marketers focused on the holidays, the
Home, Sweet Home Cookbook from the Home Sweet Home Museum archives,

published by the Ladies' Village Improvement Society in 1939 caught my eye. For
decades, the emotions referenced in John Howard Payne's song "Home, Sweet
Home" have been used to evoke the feelings of desire for comfort and home,
often with images of warm fireplaces, by marketers. The Ladies' Village
Improvement Society capitalized on the local connection to their mission, pitching
themselves as "improving home and village." This phrasing built on the tradition of
American women advocating for social improvement as part of their
responsibilities to manage home life.
East Hampton's Ladies' Village Improvement Society was established in 1895,
and they identify this as their seventh cookbook, which was sold for a dollar under
the leadership of Cookbook Chairwoman Mrs. Nathan H. Dayton. Like many
fundraiser cookbooks, it's a compilation of recipes offered from members of the
community, organized by sections, with a large advertising section. Familiar
names like "Miss Ruth G. Stratton," "Mrs. Everett J. Edwards," and "Mrs. John
Adams Mayer" (aka Dorothy Quick) appear throughout contributing recipes,
some of which, like "Fried Cauliflower," would appeal to modern tastes. Other
recipes seem a bit dated, like the recipes for gelatin salads and the three recipes
for chop suey accompanied by an additional "American Chop Suey" recipe
(page 37). Also noteworthy is the small section labeled "Men's Recipes" (page
88) which includes Montauk charter fishing industry founder Frank Tuma's recipes
for fish chowder and "Montauk Starve-to-Death," (page 89) a clam and potato
dish served on toast.
For those of you entertaining or cooking, you may be interested in the recipes for
large groups, which include chowder for twenty-five people! I'm certainly hoping
my relatives don't decide to serve Mrs. Woodhouse's cream, banana, and gin
cocktails at Thanksgiving, but you may find some local inspiration for what to
bring to a holiday gathering.
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maps, paintings, pardons, patents, photographs, plans, postcards, prints, sculptures,
sketches, textiles, tiles, yearbooks and more to come.
The East Hampton Star Archive is a fully searchable, online digital archive of our
local weekly newspaper, that features each complete issue of the paper from 19181968, exactly as it appeared in print. Visit the archive online, for a tour of our Town's
history that will fascinate both the amateur and professional historian!
The Karl Grossman Research Archive is an extensive collection of materials
digitized from the personal archive of Karl Grossman, an investigative reporter,
columnist, author, and current professor of journalism at SUNY Old Westbury. The
archive brings together a decades long career in reporting and journalism with topics
ranging from the economy and pollution to fishing and East Hampton Town. Patrons
are capable of searching this 9,500+ item collection by collection name, year, title, or
keyword search.
The Local Artist Research Archive is a collection of over 19,000 items digitized from
Guild Hall, containing materials including personal letters, photographs, news
clippings, and art catalogs concerning artists of the East End. Patrons are capable of

searching this archive by collection, title, or keyword search.
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